
                    certified memory
with exceptional performance
Team Group T-FORCE Dark memory with the classic Mayan style 
designed and passed the ROG stress tests named T-FORCE Dark 
ROG overclocking module. With ROG motherboard’s optimizing Ai 
overclock tuner function, it can enhance the overclocking 
performance of the memory. Easy breezy overclock immediately.

*This function requires the latest BIOS version.
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ROG
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The design of DDR 4 Dark heat spreader surpasses DDR 3 
Dark’s. The heat spreader area is extended to the top and 
the two sides. Double layer heat spreader offers memory 
a better protection. Complete coverage of the memory not 
only can enhance the radiating performance and maintain 
the system a long time stable operation, but also can 
solve the problem of overheating.

The Team Group design team had built a heat spreader with an 
all new exterior design concept. The vigorous look of top notch 
armor style spreader transforms the memory device of the 
computer hardware into a valiant dark knight riding a dark horse.
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Team Group insists on using high quality Samsung Original IC 
chips and passed through various rigorous internal tests. Its high 
reliability makes players feel at ease.

Selected high quality

              
Original IC chips
Samsung

Awesome knight  
style heat spreader

armor

With complete coverage
design and improve

radiating performance
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Other than the two-piece or three-piece heat spreader with cover 
on the market, Team Group releases the only four-piece heat 
spreader in the industry. Upper and lower layers are used to 
create a design texture of crossed lines and the killer look of a 
dark knight’s armor. It is both unique and eye catching.

With low working voltage 1.2V~1.4V from DDR4 Dark ROG, it is not only energy 
saving but it can also reduce the temperature and the heat generated to offer 
the high speed running memory a stable and long time operation.

40%

Main Feature
● ROG Certified
● Awesome knight armor style heat spreader
● Complete coverage of the top and both sides
● The Only four-pieces heat spreader in the market
● 1.2V~1.4V ultra low working voltage
● Support intel XMP 2.0 smart overclocking profile technology
● Selected high quality original IC chips
● Lifetime warranty

All Dark ROG series support Intel XMP 2.0. It is only one step away to 
experience the high speed sensation of overclocking.

LIFE TIME
WARRANTY

The Only      -piece heat
spreader in the market

4

Ultra low working voltage
Save energy up to

XMP 2.0     step
overclocking technology

1
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Specification
Item Specification

288 Pin Unbuffered DIMM Non ECC

8GBx2

1.35V

Aluminum heat-sink

3000

24,000 MB/s
(PC4 24000)

CL16-18-18-38

Ordering Information

TDRRD416G3000HC16CDC01

TDRGD416G3000HC16CDC01

8GBx2

8GBx2

CL16-18-18-38 1.35V

CL16-18-18-38 1.35V

Team P/NDescription Color CapacityTimings/Voltage

TEAM Dark UD-D4 3000

TEAM Dark UD-D4 3000

Red

Gray

Above technical information is based on industry standard data and tested to be reliable. However, Team makes no warranty, either 
expressed or implied, as to its accuracy and assumes no liability in connection with the use of this product.

Team reserves the right to make changes in specifications at any time without prior notice.

Address: 3F, No.166, Jian 1st Rd., Zhonghe Dist., 
New Taipei City 23511, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
Tel: +886-2-82265000 Fax: +886-2-82265808
mail: sales@teamgroup.com.tw / rma@teamgroup.com.tw

www.teamgroupinc.com

Desktop or notebook computer with DDR4 Memory Slots
Required OS: Windows 10 / 8.1 / 8 / 7 / Vista / XP

Module Type

Capacity

Frequency

Voltage

Heat Sink

Warranty

Data transfer bandwidth

CL-Value

Operation System

Lifetime Warranty


